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The anatomy of information – Logical

In my previous slide, I introduced the conceptual information anatomy as well as the formula for
information.

On the left-hand side of the slide you will notice the overarching anatomy I introduced in slide 5. I will
now expand on this hypothesis by revealing the logical information anatomy and how many searches I
am saving you. So let me get on with it.

I will assert that the first logical information artefact is that of the data requirements. These are the
facts that are needed to answer all of the businesses questions posed by the knowledge model. I will
expand on this in slide 27.

The next artefact is processes. These are the actions (or projects) that need to be undertaken to create,
retrieve, update and delete the facts (also known as the crud cycle). More on this in slide 29.

But where do the facts come from? I have already introduced this artefact to you in slide 6 when I
spoke of the knowledge artefact.

The databases that are created (in order to encapsulate common facts) are in 2nd or possibly 3rd normal
form, whilst the knowledge base is in 4th, 5th and 6th normal form (which reflects real life far more
accurately than 2nd or 3rd nf). It takes a knowledge information architect to manipulate these artefacts
as the enterprise and business architects do not have the technical skills and the data oriented architects
do not fully understand the advanced normalisation techniques, however, with a bit of further
education the latter should be able to grasp this concept without too much effort.

The practitioners and logicians within the organisation need to work together to produce a
comprehensive blueprint called the proof of logic or information technology due-diligence/governance
(aka ISO 16642:2003). It is my assertion that the data bases (spawned from the knowledge model)
provides the project structure (see slide 29) which in turn drives the development of the future
solutions (see slide 30).

The effort thus far expended goes a long way to solve the last 2 infinite artefacts in the information
formula. The first 3 having been addressed in the previous slide.

There is an alternate approach which has been used by nearly all the 900+ frameworks on the market
today that starts off with processes and proceeds to uncover the data required by them. This approach
was made popular by the systems development lifecycle approach (1970s which introduced the use of
data flow diagrams) which, more often than not, fails to achieve any significant success as the
activities take too long and relies on uncovering every process used within the organisation.

If you would like to do the research you will find you may need to study nearly 4.8 billion results for
the word data and nearly 2 billion for processes (no wonder these still remain enigmatic). All in all I
have saved you a further 6 billion searches.

In my next slide I will reveal the physical information anatomy.
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